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Abstract: The paper introduces twelve fragments of secular texts in Tibetan found in the main collection of Dunhuang manuscripts preserved in the IOM, RAS. In regard of each fragment a physical description, provisional notes on their contents, digital copy and transliteration are provided. Since all the fragments are very short our identifications of the texts are just tentative. One of them, Дх-7759, relates to the divination with dice. The others are fragments of letters, economic documents, etc.
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In 2017 one of the coauthors of this paper edited eleven fragments of Tibetan Buddhist texts found at the Dunhuang Collection preserved in the Institute of Oriental Manuscripts, RAS (IOM, RAS) (ZORIN 2017). They belonged to the list of 51 items with Tibetan inscriptions identified by him in this collection.¹ He classified these items into four groups: Group 1, canonical
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Buddhist texts; Group 2, fragments of documents; Group 3, tiny fragments; and Group 4, separate letters, mantras, scribbles, etc. While the 2017 text cataloged Group 1 items, the current paper addresses twelve of the thirteen items in Group 2.

All of the fragments in Group 2 are secular texts, such as contracts, letters, and name lists. Many Tibetan texts in this group, all of which are apparently from the Dunhuang cave, are written on the back of Chinese Buddhist texts, which means that these Tibetan texts were written on reused paper in Dunhuang.

The presentation of each fragment consists of following aspects: call number, physical features, identification (if possible), digital copy and transliteration. Most of the fragments seem to have belonged to letters and economic documents. One item apparently contains the results of the divination with dice and one is a part of Old Tibetan Annals. We hope that our publication can help researchers find some jointing parts of these fragments in other deposits that will make it possible to analyze them with more preciseness.

In this paper, the transliteration of Tibetan texts is based on Wylie system, with the following changes and additions.

during the Tibetan texts from Khara-Khoto, thoroughly checked the collection and identified 34 fragments from Dunhuang within it. These items, as well as other 10 found among unprocessed materials, were added to the collection Tibetan texts from Dunhuang, see (ZORIN, SIZOVA 2019). These items have been studied by the above-mentioned group; A. Turanskaya has edited eleven fragments of Śatasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā (TURANSKAYA 2020). There are some secular items as well, one of them is going to be specially studied and published by K. Iwao who found a jointing part of it in the Paris collection.

Дх-12851 was edited and analyzed in IWAO 2011. It is a part of Old Tibetan Annals, which is the different version of the Annals preserved in the British Library and Bibliothèque Nationale de France (for example, see BACOT ET AL 1940 and DOTSON 2007). This fragment only bears the report of 703 and 704.

We would like to add only that the smaller fragment of the item is currently kept in a separate envelope that also contains a tiny piece of paper that bears the ending of some phrase: ng·|. Judging by paper and style of writing it clearly used to belong to a different manuscript.

Original Russian letters are used: Ф (=F) that relates to K. K. Flug’s inventory and Дх (=Dh, or Dx) that relates to the remaining part of the Dunhuang collection. We would also like to note that A. S. Zhukovskaya has been processing the entire Dunhuang collection anew and providing new call numbers to the items (they start with the letters ДХ), her aim being to unite scattered fragments of the same manuscripts. We provide these alternative call numbers for those items that have already been given them. Needless to say, the old numbers can be always used by researchers.
1. Ф-230 Verso

The Chinese scroll, *Yiqie Jing Yinyi* 一切經音義. On the Verso side of the scroll, there are several small patching papers, three of which bear a Tibetan text. Apparently, this patching is a reused paper of Tibetan text. The sizes of the three patching papers are, respectively, (1) 3.8×2.7 cm, (2) 9×5.3 cm, and (3) 8×3.8 cm. Patching paper 2 is directly connected to 3. Judging by the handwriting and the repeated word ʰan ta, all three fragments belonged to the same manuscript.

**Patching paper (1)**

Paper 1 is a tiny paper with three Tibetan lines. Left, top and right sides of the fragment are torn off, and the beginning and end of the text are missing. The bottom side seems to be even enough to be the original edge of the manuscript. Although the first syllable misses its left part the word ʰan ta is certainly written here, cf. the same word in line 3 of Patching paper (2).

4 This Tibetan letter is usually transliterated as ʰ. However, in respect of secular texts written by Chinese inhabitants of Dunhuang it seems necessary to add some sign before ʰ to show that they could use this letter as the phonetic rendering of Chinese pronunciation ʔ. Such a necessity is most clearly seen in the case of the syllable ʰim (see text No. 7 of this paper, Jdx-6721) which could be used for 陰 ʔim.
Patching paper (2) and (3)

On paper 2, the bottom and left sides are torn off; the right side is directly jointed with the left side of paper 3 where the bottom side is torn off. The top side of both papers and the right side of paper 3 seem to be even enough to be original edges of the manuscript.

The text is too short to identify the content, but it seems to be either a legal document or letter draft.

The left part of the text is Patching 2, while the right is Patching 3.

2. Дх-5179 (ДХН 4406)

A fragment (13.2/7 × 8.7 cm). All sides are torn off. On the Recto side, Tibetan lines are found. Verso is blank.

Recto

Seven lines in Tibetan with standard lines. The beginning and end of the text is missing. Judging from the term such as chibs-bseb, it is probably a text concerning on a horse. See BLONDEAU 1972.
1. [...] u[. . .]
2. [...]_chibs bseb la'i_byang [s]mu[. . .]
3. [...]_shu po zhur[-]o gelg'[_ze sngon']
m[. . .]
4. [...]_rp'o phyl dpas'can gelg'[_bod ph[. . .]
5. [...]_'po g.yon ral gelg'[_hor pa[. . .]
6. [...]o[. . .]pa sngon'po phyl dpas' sna'
   mdzer c[. . .]
7. [...]e[. . .]o[. . .]e[. . .]o[. . .]

Verso
blank.

3. Дх-5500 (ДХН 5040)

Fragment of scroll (25.4×40.5 cm). The Chinese text on the Recto side and
Tibetan on the Verso side.

Recto
Chinese Daoist text. A part of
8th volume of Taishang Dongyuan
Shenzhou Jing太上洞淵咒經.

Verso
Four lines in Tibetan. It is an
unfinished text of the letter draft. For the format of Old Tibetan letter,
see TAKEUCHI 1990.

5 TAI 2019: 405 states “the fragment with Uighur texts,” but it is apparently Tibetan.
1. $|nang·rje`po`bla(!)n`bzang·dang|_blon`lha`bzher`dang|_blon·legs`bzhar·dang|
2. blon·long·bzhar·dang|_blon·sta<g>b`bzang·la+stsogs`pa`zha`snga`r|
3. gnyan·kang·dang|_mdo`bzher·dang·dge`bzang·dang|
   <snya>_snya`la+stsogs`pa
4. `rtsa`chad`gsol`ba`lha`dpal`bnyul - bnyu(?)`da-ng(da-d?)

4. Дх-6396 (ДХ 5878)

A left side of an oblong sheet (12.1/10.7×5.6 cm). The Tibetan text is written on the both sides of Chinese scroll.

Recto
Three lines in Tibetan. The end of the text is missing. Account of the death toll of soldiers belonged to the thousand-district named Gzong-sde⁶.

Verso
Four lines in Chinese Buddhist text, most probably Miaofa Lianhua Jing 妙法蓮華經.

⁶ According to Classical Tibetan sources such as Lde'u chos 'byung and Mkhas pa'i pga' ston, Gzong sde belonged to the right ru (g.yas ru) in Central Tibet. Cf. IWAO 2000, 598.
5. Дх-6554

Upper right corner of a sheet (12.1/1×9.2 cm). Reusing paper of a Chinese Buddhist scroll.

**Recto**

Four lines in Tibetan. The beginning and the end of the text are missing. A part of letter type (1)?

1. [...]mkhan’gar’gyi’dgar’stsal’pa’lda’cog
2. [...]dka’’stsal’dpal’gro’khal
3. [...]gy[i]’dka’’stsal’pa’’gro’khal’dang’
gnyis’pa’khar’bu
4. [...]dang’gta’’po’’khar’ba’’rin|so’b[-]i

**Verso**

Five lines in Chinese. *Da Banruo Boluomiduo Jing* 大般若波羅蜜多經.

6. Дх-6606 and Дх-6562

Originally one single sheet of the Chinese scroll *Jingang Banruo Jing* 金剛般若經, which is divided into three fragments, Дх-6606 (26×26 cm), Дх-6562 (36×26.2 cm), Dx6563 (7×12.3 cm).

**Recto**

Chinese Buddhist text. *Jingang Banruo Jing* 金剛般若經.

**Verso**

Two lines in Tibetan. The text is an unfinished draft of contract.

---

7 We do not provide its picture since it contains no Tibetan text.
Fragment (15.8 × 15.5 cm). Chinese text is found on the Verso side, while Tibetan text is found on both Recto and Verso sides. The Tibetan text of both sides bears the same content, a list of Chinese with the pattern of individual clan name (rus), courtesy name (mkhan), and given name (mying).

**Recto**

Five lines in Tibetan between two Chinese lines, which is a part of *Jingang Banruo Jing* 金刚般若经. The end of each line is missing.

1. $\|$rus·ni·cang·|mkhan·nI·dgra·dog[...]
2. ___rus·nI·li·|mkhan·nI·lyag·skang[...]
3. rusˆnI·mgra·|mkhan·nI·thar·pa·|myIng·nI·thar [...
4. rus·nI·zong·|mkhan·nI·dgra·dog·dpa[-...
5. cang·|mkhan·nI·sog·rtan|myIng·nI·^a[-...]
**Verso**
Five lines in Tibetan. The end of the text is missing.

1. […]sgring [bzung] [m]ylng nI^a ham […]
2. […]ngrye sgral/my<ng nI gnyen tan […]
   ru\<$'$> n/[…]
3. […]dog/mi<ng nI dpal byI{n}l/rus nI'song […]
4. […]nI'song ?chang […]&\& rus'n/[…]\^yIm\8
5. […]nI'\^an'cung

8. Ḍx-3111 (ДХН 2524)
A fragment (10.9/6.3×6.2/4.4 cm) of Chinese text. On the Verso side, seven Tibetan lines are found.

**Recto**
Fragment of Chinese text *Taigong Jiajiao* 太公家教.

**Verso**
Seven lines in Tibetan. The end of the text is missing. The list includes Chinese inhabitants most probably in Dunhuang with their levying based on *rkya*, a tax unit of Tibetan Empire. On the term *rkya*, see IWAO 2009.

\*See the footnote 2 of the paper.
1. [@]|:|cang·ya’"bu’[o]rkyas·phul\[ba]\>
2. [@]|:|shig·sha’tse’rkyas·phul·ba|_
3. [@:]|yang·shun’zhi’rkyas·phul·ba|
4. [@]|:|cang·lang·lang·rkyas·phul·ba|
5. [@]|:|wa|ng·khir·tig’rkyas·phul·ba|
6. [@]|:|wang·bur‘do’rkyas·phul
   ba[[-]|:|yug·phyed ye[-]|:|[
7. [...]i[...][...]

9. ハ-7759

A fragment (15/7×9.4/2.5 cm) with two tiny fragments (see the left middle part). All sides are torn off.

Recto
Six lines in Chinese. The text is unidentified.

Verso
Eight lines in Tibetan with several twofold circles. The beginning and the end of the text are missing. The text is apparently the results of the divination with dice 9. Ai Nishida mentions this fragment in her dissertation (NISHIDA 2012, 205) 10, with SI O 145 kept at IOM RAS.

9 For the divination with dice in Old Tibetan texts, see NISHIDA 2008.

10 However, she makes a mistake when calling it SI 56a, hence her entire analysis of this item as a piece from N. F. Petrovsky’s collection is based on a misunderstanding. She did not work with the manuscript in St. Petersburg but used its picture taken by Ts. Takeuchi. This
1. [...] ____________________________
2. [...] _______________________
3. [...]is thang gis zhal nas[...]
4. [...]gdags lag du ’o-ngo _phyugs nor kyang bs[...]
5. [...]tab kya’ng bza-ngo _
6. [...]_________________________
7. [...]dra re myi cig gis mthong pa’i mchids?[...]
8. [...]r?[-]g’swo’la myir [m]yi bya’la’ngan ’u[...]

10. Дх-9533

An oblong fragment of a sheet (16×9.7/9 cm). The right and bottom sides are torn off. On the Recto side, there are two lines in Tibetan and a line in Chinese. Both are apparently written by pen with the same hand. These are most probably the review of the missing volumes of Da Banruo Jing. The results are strangely different between Chinese and Tibetan. The picture is included in the text of her dissertation (NISHIDA 2012: 281) and the true call number (Дх 7759) is clearly seen there since it is written with pencil right on the manuscript. Ai Nishida did not provide the transliteration of the text. Moreover, the arrangement of the main part of the fragment with one of the two small fragments that are torn off is not correct on the picture used by her. For the digital copy published in our paper all the fragments were assembled in a correct way. Therefore, our edition can be considered the first proper publication of this item.

We would like to thank Alla Sizova (IOM) for her explanation of Nishida’s mistake: it turned out that Дх 7759 was put, in a provisional way, inside a sort of an envelope on which the call number SI 56a was written. It refers to a completely different item in N. F. Petrovsky’s collection.
11. Dх-10385

A rectangular fragment (10.7×7.5). Recto: a four-line letter draft in Tibetan. For the format of the Old Tibetan letter, see TAKEUCHI 1990. Verso is blank.

Recto

Four lines in Tibetan. The beginning and end of the text is missing. The left and right sides are torn off.
12. Jx-11758

A fragment (8×6.6 cm) of Chinese Buddhist scroll on which Tibetan is written on both Recto and Verso. The Tibetan text is unidentified.

**Recto**

A Tibetan line between Chinese Buddhist text *Jingang Banruo Jing* 金刚般若経.

1. kun’gr(?)/u’myes’bo

**Verso**

1. $||khag'pan'sgra'la'mye[...]
2. de'gnang'slang'ma'yang||[-][...]
3. legs|da-ng'tsung'bgyi'ba'ya[...]
4. myi'nyond'na're'shig'[-][...]
5. m[-]d'gn'o[- -]_ts?ong'pa[-][...]
6. [...]I[...]

---

11 The syllable *bo* is the final one on the recto while what is seen after it is nothing but a fragment of the text on the verso that appears visible.
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